
Name of the Activity : G.K and IT Quiz

Venue : Guest Lecture Hall

Date / Duration : 08,12,L7 / 55 minutes

Participants : Grade VI (VI A - E)

File Accession Dossier : Intra class Activity *iY
OB]ECTIVES

. To improve or expand one's knowledge of things, either general or in specific area.

. To promote a fun way to study and help in improving one's general knowledge.

. To enable them to research about the latest developments in the field of technology.

r To encourage students to look beyond their textual knowledge and establish a relationship

between theory and application of the learnt concepts.

e . To enhance their cognitive skills and team spirit.

DESCRIPTION:.

"f[fie Art dn[science of as{ing questions is tfre source of att Rgowte[ge"

-ltfromas $erger

A quiz is a game which can also be called a mind sport wherein the players, either as individuals or in

teams attempt to answer questions posed to them directly. It improves or expands one's knowledge of

things, either general or in specific area. To enable the students to keep themselves abreast in the era

of technology and general awareness, an IT and G.K quiz was conducted. Various IT companies, logos,

apps, info bytes, etc. were discussed with them in advance. The quiz was based on latest news and

t,-updates and the recent developments in the field of information technology. Top two scorers from each

section were selected on the basis of G.K Test conducted on 7.L2.L7, The quiz gave an opportunity to

the students to tickle their brain and to update themselves with the general knowledge, latest news

and new applications, technologies and the renowned personalities of the IT industry. After the

completion of the rounds, the team with top score was declared' as winner. All the students

enthusiastically participated in the quiz. In a

domains of the learners.
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nutshell, this activity helped to develop the cognitive
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